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The casino has been an omnipresent piece of society since well before any of us alive today could
remember. Far from it in fact, with the first officially recognised casino originating in Venice
sometime during the 17th century. And you know what else? There is a very real possibility that
more illegitimate casinos were around well before this, probably even in the Roman Empire!

There is no arguing with the casino’s presence, almost every single human being has at least
wanted to go to one of these places, and nowadays pretty much everyone can from the comfort of
their own sofa or bed. That’s right; online casino’s arrival has made it incredibly easy to gamble,
but unfortunately this has come at the expense of traditional land-based casinos. They offer a lot of
freebies, such as King Casino bonus. What is their future?

Super Casinos

Now, one area of casino which is pretty much untouchable due to its immense scale and grandeur
is the super casinos that can be found in places such as Las Vegas or Macau. As good as online
casino has become there is just no beating these incredibly impressing places – where else can
contain a hotel, zoo, theatre and absolutely huge casino all at once?

It is for this very reason that we cannot really see super casinos dying out as a result of the online
craze any time soon. They are just too impressive, and going to one represents something akin to a
football match or theatre show. The future of traditional casinos may well lie with a select few
super variants, but only time will tell…

Live Online Casino Games

So, traditional casinos are most likely going to become fewer over the years, with only the super
casinos being able to survive in the same capacity as they do today. But what does this mean for
the hundreds of thousands of smaller casinos located all across the world, how will this sector of
the industry react with the seemingly exponential dominance of online casino?

Well, you know the saying – if you can’t beat them, join them. You can expect to see a lot more
small traditional casinos start to repurpose the space as a live online casino, closing their doors and
employing webcams to draw customers. We hope this will happen, but these buildings could also
very well be sold off altogether, it would be a sad moment in the history of casino for sure.

Virtual Reality
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Many observers would say that traditional casinos really met their end when technology got good
enough for online casino to be a readily available option for gamblers worldwide. And you cannot
really argue with that, if it was not for mobile technology, for instance, there might still be a bigger
market of gamblers who go to actual casinos.
This is not the case, however, but don’t be surprised if you see your favourite traditional casinos
recreated online with the help of genuinely good virtual reality. We cannot wait for this to start
happening, as it will mean you can go to some of the best casinos in the world from the comfort of
your own home.
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